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One view of the problem
We have a set of forecast models and we 
want to select the “best” one. It should be 
reliable (i.e., provide a good fit to data) and 
skillful (i.e., better than other models).

Alphabet soup tests provide one method, 
but consistency tests have problems of 
classical hypothesis tests, and T-, W- tests 
make assumptions that mayn't be valid.



An alternative approach
Use Bayes Theorem:

P(Λi) is the prior probability

P(Ω|Λi) is likelihood

P(Λi|Ω) is the posterior probability

P (Λi∣Ω)∝P(Λ i)P(Ω∣Λ i)



On prior probability
Initial prior is probability that the model is 
the best of the set before any data are 
gathered.

Flat initial prior? No, we use correlations 
(Garthwaite and Mubwandarikwa, 2010)



Procedure
Update posteriors after each earthquake, or 
at arbitrary intervals; the prior for the current 
round is the posterior from the previous 
round.



Illustration
Subset of RELM mainshock forecasts (those 
that provide nonzero rate in every bin) & 2 
TripleS forecasts used to illustrate 
correlation-based priors

Consider analysis w/ and w/o Helmstetter et 
al. forecast

Just an illustration, not a 'real' evaluation of 
RELM forecasts!



Posterior evolution
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Posterior evolution (no Helmstetter)
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Wait a 
minute



Are we playing the right game?

Maybe we shouldn't be choosing the best 
model, maybe we should be building the 
best model.

Let's consider weighted average ensemble 
models.



Methods for building ensembles

Use the posteriors as weights → Bayesian 
Model Averaging (BMA)

Use inverse log-likelihood as weight→ 
Score Model Averaging (SMA)

Use inverse log-likelihood (reliability) ratio to 
best model (skill) as weight→ (gSMA)



Ensemble weights
BMA gSMA SMA



Ensemble weights (no Helmstetter)
BMA gSMA SMA



Are the ensembles any good?

Compare performance of ensemble models 
relative to “best” model, where best is 
measured by likelihood and can change at 
any time during the experiment...
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Part I Summary
Bayesian approach addresses problems of 
'classical' hypothesis testing

Ensembles show some promise but don't 
guarantee improvement over single model.

Plenty more to explore here:
– Different ensemble building methods
– Different flavors of these methods (i.e., 

applying to different dimensions)

Alphabet soup consistency tests are 
complementary, provide model checks



  

And also a peer-to-peer gambling 
score for evaluating forecasts
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Were they predicting earthquakes?



  

Gambling defined

Gambling is the wagering of something of 
material value on an event with an uncertain 
outcome with the primary intent of winning 
money and/or material goods. 

Typically, the outcome of the wager is evident 
within a short period.

Modified from Wikipedia



Peer-to-peer betting

Betting exchanges allow consumers to both 
back and lay at odds of their choice. 

Similar in some ways to a stock exchange, a 
bettor may want to back a horse (hoping it 
will win) or lay a horse (hoping it will lose, 
effectively acting as bookmaker).

Modified from Wikipedia



Roundtable gambling with 
gridded rate forecasts

An intuitive approach is to treat each forecast as a 
series of bets, each bin as a game.

Each player can bet a total of zero or one credits 
per game.

For each game, the pot is split among the bettors, 
proportional to their bets. This is a redistribution of 
wealth.



Observation
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Forecast as series of bets

λ111
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λ1n1
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... ...

Bet #1: Pr(ω111|λ111)
Bet #2: 1- Pr(ω111|λ111)



Round-table gambling with 
gridded rate forecasts

An intuitive approach is to treat each forecast as a 
series of bets, each bin as a game.

Each player can bet a total of zero or one credits 
per game.

For each game, the pot is split among the bettors, 
proportional to their bets. This is a redistribution of 
wealth.



Round-table gambling with 
gridded rate forecasts

For example, consider two games where the outcomes 
were 0 eqks and 1 eqk, respectively.

Consider Forecast A = (0.25/0.75, 0.8/0.2), Forecast B 
= (0.9/0.1, 0.1/0.9). Then, return:

RA=2×( 0.25
0.25+0.9

+
0.8

0.8+0.1)=2.21 → ΔRA=+0.21

RB=2×( 0.9
0.25+0.9

+
0.1

0.8+0.1)=4−R A→ΔRB=−0.21



Application to RELM experiment

~315K bins

5 mainshock+aftershock forecasts (31 target 
eqks)

12 mainshock forecasts (20 target eqks)



Mainshock+aftershock forecasts

Total net gain
Gains in bins with eqksEbel

Kagan

Bird

Shen

Helmstetter



Results per earthquake











Head-to-head gambling



Head-to-head gambling



Remarks

We can mimic a reference model by 
generating many stochastic bettors.

Under our gambling measures, you can win 
a large amount on a single bet, but you can 
lose at most one credit on a single bet.

Under likelihood measures, you can lose a 
large amount on a single bet.



Head-to-head gambling and
log-likelihood ratio



Part II Summary

Consistent with likelihood metrics, Helmstetter et al. 
forecast was best during 5-year RELM experiment.

Peer-to-peer gambling allows simultaneous 
comparison of multiple probabilistic forecasts and 
provides a ranking.

This does not require a reference model.

Head-to-head gambling is similar to information gain 
comparison but also emphasizes bins where 
earthquakes did not occur.



  

Thank you very much.
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